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The exterior equilibrium of a country's economy was defined again since the 
early 1980s, that is, emphasizing the balance of current account. It could simply be 
defined as rational current account surplus accommodated with a country's 
macroeconomic conditions. The balance of current account disequilibrium is the head 
aspect of the world economy problem, and is also the main factor of instability of 
global economy. 
Since the marketization and opening degree of Chinese domestic economy 
enhance, the Chinese foreign exchange control is relaxed and the process of Renminbi 
transaction exchangeable under capital and financial account is gradually advanced, 
the uncertainty of Chinese current account is growing. This kind of uncertainty makes 
the controllability of Chinese economy to external equilibration weaker. In this sense, 
analyzing and researching China current account’s determinations thoroughly, is not 
only very important to guard and analyze macroscopic financial risk, but also can 
provide the model and basis for the international payment balance policy formulation 
simultaneously. 
On the basis of the theoretical analysis combined with empirical analysis, 
qualitative analysis combined with quantitative analysis and vertical analysis 
combined with horizontal comparison to the determination of current account, as well 
as on the basis of the theoretical analysis and empirical analysis to the determination 
of current account, this dissertation uses econometrics and the international economics 
principle to analyze and research the long-term determination of Chinese current 
account in 1986 -2005, discusses the co-integration relationship between the Chinese 
current account and the net foreign assets, trade degree of openness, the financial 
deepening degree, the relative income, and estimates the Chinese current account 
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第二章  经常账户决定因素的国内外研究现状 














表 2.1 经常账户的预期效应③ 
暂时的 长期的  
储蓄   投资  经常账户 储蓄   投资  经常账户 
1. 世界利率水平一下降到
持久平均利率之下 
       —净债务国 
       —净债权国 
 
 
＋      0       ＋ 
－      0       － 
 
 
       不适用 
 
2. 生产率的提高 
     —单个国家 
     —全球 
 
＋      0       ＋ 
＋      0       ＋ 
 
－      0       － 
＋      ＋       0 
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